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Abstract
The goal of this study is to investigate the effectiveness of Composite Metal Foam (CMF)
armors against 0.50 caliber ballistic threats. A hard armor was manufactured using a sandwich
panel construction consisting of a ceramic faceplate, a CMF core, and a thin aluminum back plate.
The hard armor system was tested against 0.50 caliber (12.7 x 99 mm) ball and armor piercing
(AP) rounds. The CMF armors were tested with a variety of areal densities at impact velocities
between 500-885 m/s. The armors stopped the threats at speeds up to 819 m/s without penetration.
The CMF layer was found to absorb 72-75% and 68-78% of the kinetic energy of the ball and AP
round respectively. When compared to rolled homogeneous steel armor (RHA), the CMF hard
armors, in their current unoptimized condition, have a mass efficiency of approximately 2.1. The
CMF armor offers a much needed weight savings without sacrificing protection. Finite element
analysis was completed using ANSYS/AUTODYN Explicit Dynamics solver to study the material
interactions and impact. The results are shown to be in good agreement with the experimental
findings.
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1. Introduction
The armor of a combat vehicle can affect its viability and use in the field. Lighter vehicles are
more maneuverable but tend to have less protection, while heavy armor vehicles, meant to face
large caliber threats, are slow and take longer to mobilize into position. The next generation of
vehicle hard armors must be lightweight, cost effective, and perform well to an array of ballistic
and blast threats [1]. New armors for land vehicles, boats and aircrafts can be used to create more
versatile and dependable military vehicles with a higher level of protection while maintaining their
maneuverability and stealth. These ideal armor systems must have a balance of high hardness, high
strength, and low density. In order to achieve this, a layered system consisting of a ceramic face
plate with a composite or metal backing is widely used [2-7]. Composite armors excel at stopping
threats with reduced spalling, but hard armor systems consisting of hardened steel and high
strength aluminum alloys are the focus for the newest advancements in vehicle armors to defeat
high caliber threats [8-10].
Typical hard armor systems use a ceramic faceplate backed by a ductile metal such as steel,
aluminum, or titanium. The ceramic layer in the armors is used to blunt, fracture, or rotate the core
of the projectile allowing the metallic backplate to absorb the residual energy of the bullet through
plastic deformation. Ceramic faceplates are desirable for their low density and high hardness. In
recent studies, ceramics such as aluminum oxide (Al2O3) [10], silicon carbide (SiC) [7][12], and
boron carbide (B4C) [13] have been effectively used as armor faceplates. Other works have studied
the use of metal matrix composites that pair the hardness of dispersed ceramic particles with the
ductility of metals to achieve a similar effect [14]. Researchers are also testing various high
strength aluminum and steel alloys that require larger thicknesses to wear away and stop the
impending rounds [8-10].

This work studies the use of composite metal foam (CMF) as an intermediary layer between a
ceramic faceplate and a thin metal backing to create an efficient and lightweight hard armor
solution. Stainless steel composite metal foam (S-S CMF) is a light weight metal foam with a
density comparable to aluminum. It is known for its high energy absorption capabilities under
compression due to its large strain plateau at high stress [15-22]. Moreover, prior studies indicate
that CMF’s energy absorption capabilities under high strain rate conditions, such as ballistic and
blast loading is further strengthened [23-26]. The CMF layer can improve the energy absorption
of the armor while decreasing the armor’s total weight allowing for increased fuel efficiency and
overall cost effectiveness of the vehicle. CMF can be made with a variety of metals, but for
consistency and brevity S-S CMF will be referred to as CMF throughout the rest of this work.
Initial testing of CMF hard armor systems facing 7.62 x 51 mm ball and 7.62 x 63 mm armor
piercing rounds (AP) has previously been reported [24][25]. The preliminary data showed
promising results using CMF hard armors to effectively defeat both ball and AP threats. This study
builds on the prior work and explores the use of CMF hard armors to defeat larger caliber ballistic
threats such as the 12.7 x 99 mm ball and AP rounds, also known as the 0.50 caliber ball and AP.
A finite element analysis of the AP ballistic impact was used to validate the experimental findings
and build upon the current model for CMF armor systems.

2. Experimental Procedure
2.1. Materials and Processing
The CMF panels were manufactured by sintering together stainless steel hollow spheres and
stainless steel powder using a powder metallurgy technique developed in previous works [18,21].
The spheres were manufactured by Hollomet GmbH in Dresden, German and consist of a 2 mm

diameter with a 100 µm thick wall. The metal powder used was 316L stainless steel purchased
from North American Höganäs. The CMF panels were manufactured in 25 x 25 cm and 30 x 30
cm sizes with a variety of thicknesses. A digital image of a CMF panel prior to assembly is shown
in Figure 1 with a cross-sectional view of the internal structure created by the hollow spheres
(Figure 1(b)). The CMF panels were layered with a ceramic faceplate and a thin aluminum 7075T6 backplate. The ceramic tiles were purchased in two sizes from separate companies, SaintGobain and M Cubed Technologies Inc.
The sandwich panels were assembled by bonding the front and backplates to the composite
metal foam panels using high strength aerospace epoxy. The layered armor was cured using
vacuum bagging techniques at room temperature. A diagram of the hard armor layering and the
direction of impact is labeled in Figure 2, note that the thicknesses in the figure are not to scale.
The thickness of each individual layer was varied to maintain a small range of areal densities for
testing against ball and AP threats.

2.2. Ballistic Testing Procedure
The ballistic tests were performed at the Aviation Development Directorate following the MILSTD-662F [27]. The projectiles tested in this study were the 12.7 x 99 mm ball and 12.7 x 99 mm
AP. Both rounds consist of a copper jacket and lead filler surrounding the core. The ball projectile
has a mild steel core at its center, whereas the AP round has a hardened steel core. The physical
properties of the projectiles are listed in Table 1 and a diagram of their size is presented in Figure
3 [10]. The projectiles were fired from a Mann gun placed 5m away from a heavy-duty steel frame
used to clamp the armors into place. The armors are supported along their outer edges where they
are attached to the steel frame. The samples are impacted at the center of the armor as to reduce

the amount of energy transferred to the fixture. Figure 4 shows a schematic of the testing setup.
The velocity was accurately measured using three velocity chronographs placed between the Mann
gun and the sample. A high-speed camera was set facing the front of the target to verify the speed
of impact of the round. The rounds were fired at a 0º obliquity between the projectile and the
normal to the armor surface. The direct impact presents the worst-case scenario of impact and the
highest risk of penetration.
The MIL-STD-622F standard is widely used for V50 and armor penetration analysis of potential
vehicle armors. The V50 of an armor is defined as the impact velocity at which the projectile has
an equal chance of penetrating the armor as it is to be stopped. For this testing, an impact was
considered complete penetration (CP) if the core pierced the armor creating a hole large enough
that light could be seen through. If a hole was not created through the armor, the projectile was
considered stopped and is referred to as a partial penetration (PP). According to MIL-STD-622F,
the V50 is calculated by finding the arithmetic mean of an equal number of CP and PP tests. At
least two of the lowest speed CP and two highest speed PP impacts are needed to find a consistent
V50 value [27]. The V50 can be used to compare the performance of CMF hard armor to
commercially available armors against the same threat.

2.3. Analytical Energy Absorption Analysis
An analytical method, similar to that used in previous publications, was implemented to
calculate the energy absorption of each layer of the CMF armors [24,28]. The energy of an
impacting round was dissipated through compression and fracture of the ceramic faceplate
followed by compression in the CMF layer and slight deformation of the aluminum backplate. In
order to estimate the energy absorption of each layer in the CMF hard armor, a strain energy

approximation is used. Under a partial penetration of the hard armor, the total kinetic energy of
the bullet (EKE) is shared between the compression and fracture of the ceramic face (E Ceramic),
compressive yielding of the CMF (E CMF), ductile yielding of the aluminum backing plate (EBP),
and fracturing/erosion of the bullet’s core (E Bullet). An energy balance equation was used to backout the energy absorption of the CMF layer:
𝐸𝐾𝐸 = 𝐸𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑡 + 𝐸𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐 + 𝐸𝐶𝑀𝐹 + 𝐸𝐵𝑃

(1)

The strain energy of each material was calculated using the respective stress-strain curves by
approximating the area under the curve and multiplying by the volume of deformed material.
The volumetric strain energy (w p) was calculated in J/m3 by Eq. (2):
𝜀

𝜔𝑝 = ∫0 𝑓 𝜎𝑑𝜀

(2)

The stress-strain curves needed to approximate the volumetric strain energy for the ceramic
and aluminum are taken from previous work [24] while the mild steel ball parameters are
approximated using data by Iqbal et al. [29]. Brittle fracture of the hardened steel AP core is
expected and a 2GPa fracture stress was used to calculate the energy absorbed during impact,
consistent with previous studies [30]. The volume of deformed material of the ceramic faceplate
and backing plate can be measured from the tested panels. The volume was then multiplied by
the material’s plastic strain energy to determine the approximate energy absorbed by that layer
during impact. These values were subtracted from the total kinetic energy of the impact (EKE)
where the residual energy can be attributed to the CMF layer (ECMF).

2.4. Finite Element Analysis
Finite element analysis (FEA) was implemented to validate the experimental findings and can
be used to optimize the armors for future ballistic testing. A variety of computational procedures

and hydrocodes can be used to model such an impact. ANSYS/AUTODYN Explicit Dynamics
solver was chosen in this study to validate the experimental findings. ANSYS/AUTODYN offers
both Lagrange and Smooth Particle Hydrodynamic (SPH) solvers, both of which can be used for
ballistic impact modeling. SPH is a meshless solver effective at modeling ceramic interactions but
is more computationally intensive than the Lagrangian solution. For this reason, the Lagrange
formulation was preferred as it was able to model various layers and reduce the overall
computational time.
The ballistic model was built to replicate testing of the 12.7 x 99 mm AP round with an impact
velocity of 800 m/s. The 3D model included the three layers of the CMF hard armor (ceramic
faceplate, CMF, and aluminum backplate) as well as the core, casing, and lead filler of the 12.7 x
99 mm AP projectile. The bullet’s geometry matches the sizing presented in Table 2. The modeled
projectile was considered to have a total mass of 49 g with the hardened steel core accounting for
24.4 g. The projectile was placed directly above the ceramic faceplate and assigned an
instantaneous velocity of 800 m/s. Figure 5(a) shows a cross section view of the projectile and the
components that make it up. The core of the round was made to be ogive at the end as a sharp point
would receive errors when solving. The projectile was meshed using 0.75 mm size tetragonal
elements. Frictionless body interactions were implemented to achieve a conservative impact result
[31].
The armor was modeled as a full 25 x 25 cm panel with an areal density of 10 g/cm2 based on
the average arrangement that resulted in partial penetration in our experimental studies. The armor
layers were meshed using two primary regions of hexagonal shaped elements across the armor. A
fine meshed region was created about the center of the armor as a 25 cm2 square area with a mesh
size of 0.75 mm. The area away from the center of the plate was meshed using a maximum element

size of 1 mm. A smooth transition mesh was created to connect the two regions. The meshed plate
and the smooth transition between the two regions are shown in Figure 5(b). The same meshing
protocol was used for the ceramic, CMF, and aluminum layer. The armor system was constrained
using fixed supports on all outer edges to match the boundary conditions of the experimental work.
An important constraint of solving a high speed Lagrangian problem is the erosion criteria of
elements. Without the proper criteria, elements may become eroded too quickly or not at all and
cause computational errors while solving [13][29]. High speed impact models use a variety of
erosion techniques in order to achieve a coherent solution [13][31]. The erosion of the elements in
this model was defined by a principal erosion strain for each material paired with a minimum
global time step erosion. The erosion criteria of each layer was defined by a material failure strain
as well as a minimum time step of 3E-9 seconds. If a given element’s time step was smaller than
the 3E-9 seconds, the element would be considered too distorted and be eroded from the model.
The principal erosion strain is presented alongside the constitutive material parameters.

2.4.1. Material Models
Two constitutive models, the Johnson-Cook and Johnson-Holmquist strength models, were
used to describe the behavior of the materials that make up the bullet and various components of
the CMF armor in the finite element analysis. The Johnson-Cook (JC) relation is a visco-plastic
model designed for ductile materials at high strain rates [32]. The constitutive model calculates the
flow stress, 𝜎𝑌 , as a function of plastic strain, 𝜀𝑝 , and strain rate, 𝜀̇ ∗ , given by:
𝜎𝑌 = [𝐴 + 𝐵𝜀𝑝𝑛 ][1 + 𝐶 ln 𝜀̇ ∗ ][1 − 𝑇𝐻𝑚 ]

(3)

The material constants include the yield strength, A, the strain hardening constant, B, strain
hardening exponent, n, and the strain rate sensitivity constant C. T H and m are the homologous

temperature {TH = (T-Tref)/(Tmelting-Tref)} and thermal softening exponent respectively. Since the
JC model is widely used for predicting the behaviors of various materials under high strain rates,
most material parameters can easily be found in literature. The Johnson-Cook parameters used to
simulate the bullet’s shell and lead filler are presented in Table 2 [33][34]. The harden steel core
uses a simplified bilinear kinematic hardening model up to a prescribed fracture strain previously
reported in literature and includes calibration of the erosion strains for the bullet’s components and
boron carbide ceramic [13]. The aluminum backplate also uses the JC strength model and the
parameters are included in Table 2 [35].
Due to the brittle nature of the ceramic faceplate, it cannot be well represented by the JC model.
For this reason, a separate model is needed to simulate the ceramic layer in the armor model. The
Johnson-Holmquist (JH) model was first proposed to describe the brittle response of ceramic
materials undergoing large deformations [36]. The JH2 model is an improvement of the original
JH equations and is used to represent the progressive damage evolution of ceramics through a
strength and pressure relationship [37]. The material is modeled by an intact strength, 𝜎𝑖∗ , a
fractured strength, 𝜎𝑓∗ , and a pressure to volumetric strain relationship that mitigates the transition
between both states defined by the set of equations below [37]. The normalized equivalent
stress, 𝜎 ∗ , is calculated from the normalized intact strength and fractured strength, as well as the
damage parameter, D (0 < D < 1) [37].
𝜎 ∗ = 𝜎𝑖∗ − 𝐷(𝜎𝑖∗ − 𝜎𝑓∗ )

(4)

where the normalized intact and fracture strength are given by [37]:
𝜎𝑖∗ = 𝐴[𝑃∗ + 𝑇 ∗ ]𝑁 [1 + 𝐶 ln 𝜀 ∗ ]

(5)

𝜎𝑓∗ = 𝐵[𝑃∗ ]𝑀 [1 + 𝐶 ln 𝜀 ∗ ]

(6)

The material constants are the intact strength (A), fracture strength (B), strain rate constant (C),
fracture strength exponent (M), and intact strength exponent (N), while P* and T* are the
normalized pressure and maximum hydrostatic tensile strength of the ceramic [37]. P* and T* are
normalized by the pressure at the Hugoniot elastic limit (HEL) [38]. The HEL is the pressure at
which the material undergoes a transition from an elastic state to an elastic-plastic state [38]. Above
the HEL, the material loses its strength and becomes fluid in nature. The damage for fracture is
determined by the plastic strain increment, ∆𝜀𝑝 :
𝐷=∑

∆𝜀𝑝

(7)

𝑝

𝜀𝑓

and the plastic strain to fracture is calculated from the expression:
𝑝

𝜀𝑓 = 𝐷1 [𝑃∗ + 𝑇 ∗ ]𝐷2

(8)

Where D1 and D2 are the damage constants of the ceramic material. The hydrostatic pressure
before the onset of damage is defined by the linear equation of state (EOS) [37]:
𝑃 = 𝐾1 𝜇 + 𝐾2 𝜇2 + 𝐾3 𝜇3

(9)
𝑝

In which 𝜇 is the current density, 𝜇 = 𝑝 , while K1, K2, and K3 are the equation of state material
0

constants.
The boron carbide ceramic faceplate was modeled using the JH2 model paired with a linear
shock equation of state [39][40]. The model parameters are listed in Table 3. The erosion strain
for the ceramic model against an AP core using a similar mesh size was previously calibrated by
Krishnan et al. [13].
The CMF model has a unique stress-strain curve and strain rate sensitivity that is not easily
represented by the JC or JH2 constitutive relations. CMF is known for its large plateau stress,
under compressive loading, that expands across a large strain range from 5-55%
[15][18][20][22][23]. CMF also undergoes strengthening at high strain rates that increases the

yield strength and energy absorption of the material [22-23]. In order to save computational time,
the CMF layer was modeled as a solid homogeneous material with the same physical and
mechanical properties as the porous CMF, disregarding the geometry created by the hollow metal
spheres and the effect of air within its porosities. CMF has been modeled in the prior works using
a multilinear stress-strain curve [25][26]. The defined multilinear stress-strain curve is preferred
as the strengthening, strain rate sensitivity, and unique load path of CMF at high strain rates are
inherently built into the model.
The bulk modeling properties for the composite metal foam layer remains consistent with
previous works [24][26]. The density of CMF was considered as 2.8 g/cm3 and the Youngs
modulus and Poisson ratio are 13.2GPa and 0.2 respectively [16]. The experimentally achieved
quasi-static and dynamic stress-strain curves of CMF are shown in Figure 6 [23]. The
strengthening of CMF can be seen by the higher stresses induced at increasing strain rates in Figure
6 [23]. Interestingly, after a sharp rise in the yield strength, the stress-strain curve of CMF under
high speed impact returns to a relatively quasi-static curve above 30% strain as can be seen in
Figure 6 [23]. The percent increase in volumetric energy absorption (MJ/m3) of CMF for impacts
at 1523 1/s (27 m/s), 2629 1/s (47 m/s), and 3728 1/s (67 m/s) were 108%, 126%, and 133%
respectively [23]. The strain rate equivalent to CMF under ballistic impact (800 m/s) is more than
ten times larger than the presented stress-strain curves, hence a much larger strengthening effect
is expected. The multilinear stress-strain curve used to model CMF is based on the energy
absorption capabilities of the material calculated using the analytical approximation equations
based on the experimental findings. For implementation in the ANSYS/AUTODYN material
model, the software requires an ever-increasing stress with a positive slope. In order to
accommodate for the initial peak in yield stress, the stress-strain curve is built to replicate the

overall shape of the experimentally obtained high strain rate curves and a positive slope without a
return to the quasi-static shape at 30% strain. However, the total strain energy of the material is
kept constant. The multilinear material model for simulating the CMF armor against impact of the
12.7 mm AP round requires further input from the energy absorption calculations derived from the
experimental results.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Ballistic Results
3.1.1. 12.7 x 99 mm Ball Results
Table 4 lists the results of the ballistic testing with the samples organized by the type of threat,
areal density and impact velocity. Out of the three panels tested against 12.7 x 99 mm ball rounds,
one had a series of nine 10 x 10 cm ceramic faceplates arranged over the surface to cover the 30x30
cm CMF panel. The other two samples had a single 30 x 30 cm ceramic faceplate and are used to
compare the performance between the two arrangements. Images of the front and back of B1 and
B2 CMF armors following testing of a 12.7 x 99 mm ball round are presented in Figure 7. B1 used
a single ceramic panel and had the lowest areal density and impact velocity of the three tests. It is
able to stop the impacting round, but experiences fracture within all three layers, including the
aluminum backing. B2 has a higher areal density and impact velocity but shows no sign of the
impact on the aluminum backing (Figure 7(d)). It indicates that the CMF layer was able to absorb
the residual kinetic energy of the round after it was eroded by the ceramic faceplate. The region of
impact in B2 is isolated to the center ceramic tile, showing the benefit of the multiple tile
arrangement over a single ceramic layer. The tiles surrounding the center are still intact and able
to be tested for multi-impact capabilities. This effect is inherent to CMF armors as it cushions the

bullet’s impact and begins to compress and densify in a localized region. The same mechanism
can be seen during impact of CMF panels against blast waves with high speed metal fragments
[26]. The compressibility of the CMF layer preserves the ceramic faceplates from excessive
damage. The speed of impact for B3 was too great for the sample’s ceramic and CMF thickness
and experienced a complete penetration. The ball round tests yielded initial results that compare
the effectiveness of a multiple tile arrangement over a single faceplate and the efficacy of the CMF
hard armors against mild steel core threats. The AP rounds, however, are more piercing and
challenging to defeat.

3.1.2. 12.7 x 99 mm AP Results
The areal density, impact velocity, and penetration of the AP tests are also listed in Table 4.
The areal densities of the of the 12.7 x 99 mm AP tests and their impact velocity are plotted in
Figure 8. The samples are plotted as PP (triangle) or CP (circle). Overall, fourteen samples were
tested against the AP threats, with 9 PP and 5 CP. The tests were completed in two sets. In the first
set (AP1-AP2) the CMF armors were tested at lower impact speeds with areal densities below
8g/cm2 to verify the ability of the hard armors to defeat the 12.7 mm AP rounds. AP1 was the first
12.7 x 99 mm AP test completed on a CMF hard armor. The complete penetration of AP1 can be
attributed to the low areal density of the panel and early failure of each layer. Figure 9(a)-(d) shows
the front and back surfaces of AP1 and AP2 after testing. AP1 was manufactured with a slightly
lower areal density and tested at a similar velocity. The outcome shows cracking and shear
plugging of the aluminum backplate in Figure 9(a-b). This test suggests that the armor requires a
thicker ceramic and CMF layer to stop impacts at higher speeds. AP2 was able to stop a 514 m/s
round with no visible bulging on the back panel. The bulging and deformation of the aluminum

backplate is also referred to as the backface signature (BFS) of the armor. The BFS is measured
through post analysis of the armor and is defined by the diameter and height of the deformed
material. The initial tests were essential in determining approximate areal densities required to
stop the AP threat at higher impact velocities.
The second round of testing was completed at higher impact velocities on samples with an
increased areal density (Samples AP3-AP13). Figure 10(a-d) shows some of the panels that were
tested at velocities below 800 m/s. Similar to the first round of testing, the damage on the ceramic
is isolated to the primary point of impact with radial cracks extending toward the edge of the panel.
The radial cracks are caused by the reflective shock wave created by the impedance mismatch
between the ceramic and the CMF. The radial cracking on the CMF armors is minimal as can be
seen in Figure 10. Below the removed ceramic we can see the depressed surface of the CMF,
evidence of the yielding and impact energy absorption of the CMF layer. These samples have a
consistent BFS with minimal bulging and no apparent cracking of the aluminum backplate.
AP8 is used as a representative of the three PP panels tested at speeds above 800 m/s (AP8AP10). Front and back images of AP8 are presented in Figure 10(e-f). As can be seen, the ceramic
interaction with the hard steel core of the bullet remains similar to the previous CMF armors. The
diameter of impact on the front and back of the armor are consistent while the BFS remains
negligible. The BFS increases slightly as the kinetic energy of the bullet reaches the upper limits
of what can be absorbed by the current CMF layer. In samples AP3-AP6, there is limited
deformation in the back plate as the CMF layer was able to absorb the bullet’s kinetic energy
without reaching its full densification strain of 55-60%, as shown in Figure 6. In AP8-AP10, the
CMF layer approaches its maximum energy absorption and strain limit as can be seen by the
increased residual energy shared with the aluminum backing (Figure 10(e-f)). The slight increase

in BFS at impacts above 800 m/s is evident of complete compression and densification of the CMF
layer. These samples present the effectiveness of the CMF layer’s high energy absorption during
high-strain rate impacts by the limited deformation and failure of the ceramic faceplate and
aluminum backplate.
Figure 10(g-h) shows AP12 armor after testing above 820 m/s resulting in complete
penetration. The aluminum backplate experiences a mixed mode of tensile and shear fracture about
the point of impact. Further optimization of CMF armors followed by repeated testing is required
to create CMF armors that can stop the 12.7 x 99 mm AP threat at impacting velocities above 820
m/s. The total CMF armor has yet to be optimized to ensure the maximum amount of erosion
within the ceramic, maximum energy absorption by the CMF, optimal support provided by the
aluminum backing and adhesive bonds between each layer while minimizing the overall weight.
It should be noted that some of the AP samples experienced varying degrees of delamination
between the CMF and aluminum backing at higher impact velocities. The tested panels herein used
simple assembly techniques with minimum control over the thickness of the adhesive layer that
can be further optimized for commercial implementation and eliminate the delamination issues. In
Figure 10(h) partial delamination and cracking of the back plate can be seen extending to the edge
of the panel. This type of failure hinders the overall performance of the armor by allowing the
CMF layer to be prematurely separated from the aluminum backing prior to being completely
compressed. The tests do not result in the preferred outcome but do show some insight to the
working mechanisms within the armor and more specifically, the CMF layer. Figure 10(i) shows
the crush zone of AP12 with compressed hollow spheres under and around the primary impact
area indicating the key mechanism of energy absorption in CMFs, which is the compression and
densification of porosities in the material. The aluminum layer can better support the CMF during

compression with improved bonding and optimization of the epoxy layer. Grujicic et al.
determined the thickness and type of the adhesive layer has significant impact on the performance
of a hybrid armor system [41]. In this case a structural epoxy was used for the adhesive layer,
while future arrangements may benefit from the use of elastomeric based adhesives. Elastomeric
adhesives allow for more isolated cracking and failure of the ceramic faceplate and limit the inservice loads experienced by the armor when applied to the exterior of a vehicle [41][42].
The V50 for the CMF hard armors was calculated using the impact velocities and areal densities
of targets AP8 - AP13. The V50 is needed to compare the performance of CMF hard armor to
commercially available RHA and other high preforming steel armors. The V50 of these armors is
approximately 830 m/s with an average areal density of 10.06 g/cm2. The mass efficiency ratio
was calculated in comparison to RHA’s performance at the same impact velocity as per MIL-DTL12560K [43]. The mass efficiency ratio (MER) is calculated by dividing the areal density of RHA,
required to stop the bullet at a specific impact velocity, by the areal density of the tested armor at
the same velocity. The calculated MER are plotted in Figure 11 for PP (triangle), CP (circle), and
the V50 value (X) as a function of the impact velocity. Ultra-high hardness (UHH) Bisalloy steel
armor has also been tested against 12.7 mm AP threats by Ryan et al. [44]. The results of their
testing are plotted alongside CMF’s MER for further comparison and are denoted by black squares.
The UHH armors offer partial penetration and a MER at lower impacting velocities [44].
Conversely for the CMF armors, the mass efficiency increases alongside higher impact velocity.
The V50 result yields a MER of approximately 2.1 for the 12.7 x 99 mm AP impact of CMF armors
at velocities above 800 m/s, meaning the CMF hard armors can stop the round at less than half the
weight required by the equivalent RHA. It is notable that these results are from a completely
unoptimized armor structure with off-the-shelf ceramic, aluminum, adhesive and rudimentary

assembly techniques. A higher MER would be expected with further optimization of each element
in the CMF armors. The weight reduction is primarily due to the lower density of the armor and
its constituents as well as the extraordinary energy absorption and toughness of CMF during highstrain rate impacts.

3.1.3. Analytical Energy Absorption
The percent of energy absorbed by each layer of the CMF armor when tested against 12.7
x 99 mm ball and AP were calculated using the analytical approximation discussed in Section 2.3
of this article and are presented in Table 5. Only the energy absorption of PP impacts is calculated
as the exit velocity of the round was not measured for CP tests, and therefore the energy absorption
cannot be accurately estimated. The energy absorption assigned to the bullets is approximated
following analysis of the remaining cores that were retrieved following testing. The mild steel
cores (Figure 12(a)) reveal plastic deformation of approximately 50% of their volume while the
retrieved fragments of the AP round (Figure 12(b)) show brittle fracture of the hard core and
plastic deformation of the copper casing. The motion of the ceramic and bullet fragments ejected
from the surface of the armor is assumed to make up 4-5% of the overall energy of the impact
given the sizing of the ceramic and bullet fragments found following testing and is included in the
energy attributed to the ceramic faceplate (ECeramic) [28][45][46]. Using the methods described in
Section 2.3, the bullets absorb up to 4% and 5.5% of the AP and ball round’s kinetic energy
respectively and CMF layer was calculated to absorb 72-75% of the ball round’s kinetic energy
and 68-78% of the AP round’s kinetic energy (Table 5). The variation in energy absorption is due
to the volume of shattered ceramic and the resulting volume of CMF that is compressed underneath
during impact. There is a larger percentage of energy absorbed by the ceramic layer in AP3 and

AP4 when compared to AP7-AP10. This is evident by the larger diameter, and overall volume, of
ceramic fractured in Figure 10(a) and (c) compared to Figure 10(e). The larger volume is due to a
small variation in the thickness of the ceramic faceplates used for some samples. The thinner
ceramic faceplates on AP7-AP10 have a smaller impact zone in the ceramic face plate with its less
overall damage. This is compensated by additional plastic deformation in the CMF and aluminum
backplate.
The volumetric strain energy of the CMF layer can be approximated by dividing the energy
absorbed (ECMF) by the volume of CMF deformed during impact. The volumetric energy
absorption of CMF under impact of 12.7 x 99 mm ball and AP rounds are calculated to be 176
MJ/m3 and 213 MJ/m3 respectively. The volumetric energy absorption of the CMF depends on the
type of impacting round as both have very different yielding behaviors and interaction with the
armor as can be seen when comparing Figure 7 and Figure 10. The energy absorption at such high
ballistic velocities is 3-4 times larger than under quasi-static compressive loading [24]. The
strengthening is due to the high strain rate sensitivity of CMF caused by many factors including
the back pressure created within the spheres as they burst and resist against the sudden compressive
load [23-25]. This mechanism directly increases the volumetric energy absorption of the CMF
layer as discussed in regards to the stress-strain curves in Figure 6. The multilinear stress-strain
curve used in the FEA model was influenced by the calculated volumetric energy absorption of
the CMF. The multilinear stress-strain curve in this work to represent the CMF layer is presented
in Figure 13 alongside the multilinear model used in our previous studies [25]. The updated stressstrain curve has an ever-increasing slope as required for material model input into
ANSYS/AUTODYN and has a similar shape to the dynamic and quasi-static load paths obtained
from experimental tests.

3.1.4. Finite Element Analysis Results
Figure 14 plots the evolution of the kinetic energy for the simulated impact of the AP projectile.
As can be seen from the plot, the energy of the bullet is absorbed in a total of 140µs in the FEA
model. Figure 14 shows a large portion of the kinetic energy is absorbed between 40 and 90 μs
during penetration through the CMF hard armor. The simulation modeled the entire panel, but for
further detail, a cross-section of the armor is used to present the results. The maximum principal
stress in the armor system at varying time intervals is shown in Figure 15. Although multiple layers
are interacting at the same time, the main energy absorption occurs between 30-90µs (Figure 14)
which coincides with the bullet’s contact with the CMF layer in Figure 15(b) and (e). Peak stresses
are found at the tip of the bullet as it penetrates through the armor and falls off radially away from
the point of impact. As the bullet reaches the backplate, a majority of the kinetic energy has already
been absorbed by the CMF, ceramic faceplate, and the various components of the bullet itself. The
ceramic layer effectively models the initial impact, but elements become eroded and removed
before the hardened core is eroded to a size similar to that found during experimental testing
(Figure 12(b)). Minor discrepancies between the experimental and numerical results may be due
to the criteria used for the boundary conditions between layers. The armor uses a high strength
epoxy to hold the layers together while the model uses general contacts between layers, which
allows for an increased area of debonding in the model with no inherent strength between layers.
Although this does not greatly affect the results, by introducing a bonding criterion between the
armor’s layers, it may reduce the radial spread and better mimic the experimental BFS. The results
can be optimized in future works by implementing a more sophisticated element erosion criteria
or meshless bodies that retain the inertia of the eroded particles [47]. The interaction of composite

metal foam within a sandwich panel armor is a complex problem and requires further refinement
to establish a consistent strengthening model useful for a variety of loading conditions.

4. Conclusion
S-S CMF panels were manufactured and paired with a ceramic faceplate and aluminum
backplate. The layered hard armors were tested against 12.7 x 99 mm ball and AP rounds at a
range of impact velocities. The mild steel cores of the ball rounds penetrated one of the three
samples but reveal the benefits of using multiple tiles over a single ceramic faceplate to limit the
spread of damage. The hardened steel core of the AP rounds penetrated deep into the ceramic
faceplate, compressing the CMF layer until the projectile is either stopped and embedded within
the armor, or is able to fully penetrate and exit the backing plate. The experimental results were
compared to commercially available armor materials and offer improved performance with
reduced weight.
The CMF layer is estimated to absorb between 68-78% of the bullet’s kinetic energy, in their
current unoptimized condition. At impact velocities above 800 m/s the CMF layer consistently
absorbs up to 78% of the impact energy. As the impact velocity increases, so does the effective
strength of the CMF layer due to the strain rate sensitivity of the material. The mass efficiency of
the armors, when compared to RHA, was calculated to be 2.1. The CMF hard armors can
effectively stop an incoming round at less than half the weight of the required RHA. The weight
savings afforded by using such a novel armor can improve the fuel efficiency of military vehicles
without sacrificing the protection of the personnel or the equipment inside.
Finite element analysis of the armor system was created using ANSYS/AUTODYN. The
simulation closely predicts the experimental results and verifies the energy absorption model

implemented for the CMF layer. Although the interactions of the CMF layer within the hard armor
system are difficult to replicate through constitutive models, the multilinear stress-strain curve
represents the strengthening and strain rate sensitivity of the material quite well. The numerical
modeling results are in good agreement with the experimental results given the complexity of the
multilayered armor and unique yielding of CMF.
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Table 1: Dimensions of the impacting rounds and their inner core used in ballistic testing [10].

Projectile

Length
(mm)

Projectile
Diameter
(mm)

Mass
(g)

Core
Length
(mm)

Core
Diameter
(mm)

Core
Mass
(g)

Core
Material

12.7 mm
Ball

58.7

12.98

42

47.5

10.9

22

Mild Steel

12.7 mm
AP

58.7

12.98

45.9

47.5

10.9

25.9

Hardened
Steel

Table 2: Material Parameters for the projectile and the aluminum backing plate of the CMF hard
armor.
Density E Poisson
B
A (MPa)
(g/cm3) (GPa) Ratio
(MPa)

n

c

Tmelting Tangent Erosion
m
Modulus
Strain
(ºC)
(GPa)

Copper
(OHFC)
[32][33]

8.9

115

0.31

206

505

0.42

0.01

1

1100

-

0.3

Lead [32][33]

11

17

0.29

10

61

0.163 0.41

1

400

-

0.15

Hardened
Steel Core
[13]

7.85

210

0.33

1,400

-

-

-

15

0.12

Al 7075 [34]

2.8

72

0.33

546

678

650

-

2

-

-

0.71 0.024 1.56

Table 3: Johnson-Holmquist 2 material parameters for B4C ceramic panel [39][40].
Property

Units Value

Density

𝜌

g/cm3

2.63

Hugoniot Elastic Limit

HEL

GPa

19

Intact Strength Constant

A

GPa

0.97

Intact Strength Exponent

N

GPa

0.67

Strain Rate Constant

C

0.005

Fracture Strength Constant

B

0.73

Fractrure Strength Exponent

m

0.85

Maximum Fracture Strength

SFMAX

Damage Constant 1

D1

0.001

Damage Constant 2

D2

0.5

Bulking Constant

b

1

Hydrodynamic Tensile Limit

TMAX

GPa

0.26

Pressure Coefficient 1

K1

MPa

233

Pressure Coefficient 2

K2

MPa

-593

Pressure Coefficient 3

K3

MPa

2800

Erosion Strain

GPa

3

8

Table 4: Properties of the ballistic tests organized by projectile type and impact velocity. The
areal density, kinetic energy, and whether or not the test was partial penetration (PP) or complete
penetration (CP) is listed.

Panel

Projectile
Type

Areal
Density
(g/cm2)
[lbs/ft2]

Impact
Velocity
(m/s)

Bullet Kinetic
Energy (J)

PP/CP

B1

Ball

8.87 [18.2]

717.19

10802

PP

B2

Ball

9.96 [20.4]

730.30

11200

PP

B3

Ball

9.13 [18.7]

790.35

13118

CP

AP1

AP

7.42 [15.2]

496.52

5793

CP

AP2

AP

7.76 [15.9]

514.20

6213

PP

AP3

AP

10.36 [21.2]

718.11

12118

PP

AP4

AP

10.23 [21.0]

773.28

14052

PP

AP5

AP

10.13 [20.7]

787.00

14555

PP

AP6

AP

10.40 [21.3]

792.48

14759

PP

AP7

AP

10.00 [20.2]

793.39

14793

PP

AP8

AP

10.23 [21.0]

801.01

15078

PP

AP9

AP

10.53 [21.6]

815.64

15634

PP

AP10

AP

10.48 [21.5]

819.30

15775

PP

AP11

AP

10.20 [20.9]

828.75

16140

CP

AP12

AP

9.71 [19.9]

844.30

16752

CP

AP13

AP

9.64 [19.7]

885.75

18437

CP

V50

AP

10.06 [20.6]

830

16189

-

Note

Ball

AP: First Set

AP: Second
Set

Tests used to
Calculate V50

V50

Table 5: Percent of energy absorbed by each layer in the CMF hard armor system for all PP
impacts.
Panel

Impact
Ceramic and
Projectile
Bullet
Velocity
Fragment Bullet % Backplate %
Type
Energy (J)
(m/s)
Motion %

CMF %

B1

Ball

717

10802

16

3

5

76

B2

Ball

730

11200

20

3

4

73

AP2

AP

514

6213

24

4

3

69

AP3

AP

718

12118

24

2

3

71

AP4

AP

773

14052

22

2

2

74

AP5

AP

787

14555

17

2

4

77

AP6

AP

792

14759

20

2

3

75

AP7

AP

793

14793

16

2

4

78

AP8

AP

801

15078

16

2

4

78

AP9

AP

816

15634

16

2

3

79

AP10

AP

819

15775

16

2

4

78

(a)

(b)

2 cm

5 cm
Figure 1: Digital images of (a) CMF panel prior to assembly showing the surface of the asprocessed panel and (b) cut surface showing the internal structure.

Impact Direction

Impending Projectile
Ceramic Plate

CMF Layer
Aluminum Backing
Figure 2: Diagram of the multi-layered hard armor system with the CMF layer bonded between
the ceramic faceplate and aluminum 7075-T6 backing. The presented dimensions are not to
scale.
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Figure 3: Diagram of the 12.7 x 99 mm ballistic projectile used for testing under MIL-STD-622F
standard.
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Figure 4: Diagram of the ballistic testing setup showing the positioning of the Mann gun,
velocity chronographs, target, and high-speed camera.
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Figure 5: (a) Cross section of the projectile highlighting the hardened steel core surrounded by
the lead filler and encased in the copper jacket. (b) View of the meshed model from above using
a 0.75mm fine mesh for the projectile and primary point of impact. The fine mesh is surrounded
by a coarser mesh as it transitions away from the center of the plate.
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Figure 6: Stress-strain curves of CMF samples at quasi-static and dynamic loading [23].
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Figure 7: (a,c) Front and (b,d) rear images of CMF hard armor samples tested against the 12.7 x
99 mm ball threat.
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Figure 8: Areal Density and impact velocity of PP (triangle) and CP (circle) tests of the 12.7 x 99
mm AP against CMF armors.
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Figure 9: Front (a and c) and rear (b and d) images of the initial tests run of CMF hard armors
against 12.7 mm AP threats.
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Figure 10: Front (a, c, e, g) and rear (b, d, f, h) images of CMF hard armors impacted by 12.7 x
99 mm AP threat with a zoom in of the crushed spheres found below the backplate of AP12 (i).
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Figure 11: Mass efficiency of CMF hard armors and commercially available Bisalloy ultra-high
hardness steel plate [44]. The blue dotted line encompasses the samples that were used to
calculate the V50.
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Figure 12: Images of the residual core fragments and casings retrieved after testing for the (a)
ball (b) AP rounds.
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Figure 13: Multilinear stress-strain curves used to represent CMF in finite element analysis
during ballistic impact of 7.62 and 12.7 mm AP threats.
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Figure 14: Kinetic energy of the 12.7 x 99 mm AP core resulted from FEA modeling of 800 m/s
impact.
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Figure 15: ANSYS maximum principal stress distribution of all layers of the CMF armor during
the simulated ballistic impact of the 12.7 mm AP round with a velocity of 800 m/s at (a) 0µs, (b)
30µs, (c) 60µs, (d) 90µs, (e) 120µs, and (f) 150µs.

